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Transport of goods through rivers, canals and sounds

Inland waterways in the Netherlands

Main transport axis (553km)

Main waterway (900km)

Other (4804km)

Source: Rijkswaterstaat, NWB

Port of Rotterdam

Belgium

Germany
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>7,200 ships, 

365 mln tons (>18%) 

Goods transported (containers, oil, chemicals)

From/to mainly Netherlands, Belgium and Germany 

Inland waterways
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Inland waterways

Data source: Lock information (IVS Next)

Inland waterway transport
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Inland waterways

Inland waterway transport

Coverage IVS 

Highest – lowest quality: green -> red



Most commercial vessels operating on the European Inland Waterways required to fit an
Inland waterway AIS device. Except:

- Vessels in pushed convoys and side-by-side formations, except for the vessel providing the
main means of propulsion

- Small crafts (excl. police crafts w. radar equipment and vessels with inspection certificate)

- Barges/floating equipment without own means of propulsion

Inland AIS
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Article 4.07 (4) of the Rhine Police Regulations, AIS device must minimally transmit:

- User identity (MMSI) 

- Vessel name

- Vessel or convoy type

- European vessel Identification Number (ENI) or IMO number

- Length overall of the vessel or convoy (acc. 0.1 m)

- Breadth overall of the vessel or convoy (acc. 0.1 m)

- Position (latitude, longitude)

- Speed over ground

- Course over ground

- Time of electronic location device

- Navigational status

- Reference point for position information aboard (acc. 1m)

Inland AIS

https://www.ccr-zkr.org/files/documents/ris/brochureAIS_en.pdf
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– Message types 1,2,3,5 (maritime and inland ships) and 8 (inland ships only)

– Privacy! Completeness, up-to-date and accuracy (e.g. destination) 

Inland AIS
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Improving IWW statistics

- Supplement missing journeys

- Supplement information on type of goods

- Supplement information on quantity of goods

→ National AIS data

Less noisy

Implementing AIS
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IVS data vs AIS data
Implementing AIS



Improving IWW statistics
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Implementing AIS

IWW AIS 2017

Decoded data
dynamic 

Decoded data
static 

22 gb/week

20 gb/ 
month

4,5gb/ 
month

Split per ship, filter 
and combine into 

trips
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Speed >0.2 knots

Stop

t2-t1 > 60 minutes, distance >200m

Port definition: Nearest node method with port register

Defining AIS journey

Implementing AIS
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Massively parallel Greenplum Database

1 master

1 stand by master

5 segment nodes, running PostgreSQL databases

Platform

Implementing AIS
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Decoding: Roughly 80-100GB each month

1.2 billion records in 1 hour (was 4)

Splitting per ship: Not needed because of database

(was several days)

Creating journeys: 15 minutes (was several hours)

Runtime improvements

Implementing AIS
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Combining lock – AIS journeys

Link index

Time

Implementing AIS

Probabilistic Record Linkage
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Combining IVS – AIS journeys

Implementing AIS

IVS journeys not exact

AIS: draught, (un)loading location, distance not usable



Estimating type/quantity of goods

Construction goods 

Oil 

Agricultural products
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E.g., type of ship, type of terminal, other journeys

Implementing AIS



Estimating type/quantity of goods
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1. Define a journey to be loaded or unloaded: 

Unloaded journey if: 

(Start terminal = loading < unloading AND end terminal = unloading < loading) OR 

(Start terminal = unloading only) OR 

(End terminal = loading only) 

 

Loaded journey if: 

(Start terminal = loading > unloading AND end terminal = unloading > loading) OR 

(Start terminal = loading only) OR 

(End terminal = unloading only)  

2. Unloaded journey → No type and quantity of goods assigned 

3. Loaded journey → Type of goods = most dominant at start location (HS- and UN-code) 

Quantity = mean quantity transported by ship  
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- More methodological research on the estimation 

method of supplementing type and quantity of goods.

- Improving terminal information database.

- Ship register will be developed based on both IVS and AIS. Also useful 

for statistics on passenger transport in IWW.

- Estimating the effect of the method deviation to retain comparable time 

series. This will also be done in the light of upcoming remodelling of 

the IWW statistics.

Future work

Future work
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Thank you!

Questions?

mwt.vanderspoel@cbs.nl

tcj.dewit@cbs.nl


